Developing Learning Media of Indonesian History

Buddhist kingdom era, iii) replicas of historical objects at the time of the Islamic Empire. Prototypes of an e-pen map using technology were developed with the help of “Pudak Scientific” company, which were then refined with contents related to the history of Indonesia. The e-pen maps are divided into three types: i) the map of prehistoric site spread era; ii) the map of the Hindu Buddhist Kingdom era, and iii) the map of the Islamic Empire era.

The presented research is vitally important in a number of ways: i) it establishes a partnership between a university and industry in designing, developing, producing, and marketing instructional media of history; ii) it seeks to meet the needs of schooling in the provision of historical learning media that is not yet available on the market; iii) it assists teachers in improving the quality of learning history through the availability of effective learning media; iv) it helps raise students’ historical consciousness through the use of the media in the form of replicas of historical objects and e-pen maps that can bring students closer to the objects of history.
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